
The Clydesdale Annual General Meeting (AGM)

Of the Clydesdale Village Association (CVA)

AGENDA
Date 24 March 2021 Time 19:00 via Zoom

Meeting Chair: Marcel de Beer

Secretariat: Danie Eloff

Item Description Action Time

1 Registration - Zoom Login CVA, all residents 18:45 – 19:00

2 Welcome and opening Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair) 19:00 – 19:10

Establishment of quorum

Adoption of Agenda & new items

Acceptance of 2020 AGM minutes

3 Chairpersons report 2020 - 2021 Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair) 19:10 – 19:25

4 Presentation of CVA and Clydesdale

activities 2020 - 2021

Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair)

Cecile Le Roux (CVA Vice Chair)

19:25 – 19:55

Treasure report and approval Pieter van Zyl (Treasurer)

Service Delivery Susan Grobler

Land-use Cecile Le Roux (CVA Vice Chair)

Heritage Thinus Scheepers

Information Systems Marisa Lensink-Scheepers

Safety and Security Susan Grobler

OPERRA Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair)

Spatial Planning Marie Badenhorst

5 Constitution Amendment Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair) 19:55- 20:05

7 Pertinent items for discussion 2021 –
2022 Board Mandate.

● Heritage Status (PHRAG
Application)

● Abland events road closure.
● Gated Community.
● Fibre current status.
● Beautification of Clydesdale.
● Precinct Plan.
● Annual Membership fees.

Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair)

Cecile Le Roux (CVA Vice Chair)

20:05 – 20:20



Questions, answers and 2021-2022

mandate:

● Precinct plan continuation.
● Heritage Status continuation.
● Security & gated options.
● Myrtle Park.

20:20 – 20:35

8 Word of thanks to outgoing

committee

Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair) 20:35

9 CVA committee nominations for

2020-2021, and new committee

appointment

Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair) 20:35 - 20:45

10 New Agenda items - General 20:45 - 20:50

11 Closing Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair) 20:50



The Clydesdale Annual General Meeting (AGM)

Of the Clydesdale Village Association (CVA)

MINUTES OF THE MEETING
Date 24 March 2021 Time 19:00 via Zoom

Meeting Chair: Marcel de Beer

Secretariat: Marisa Lensink-Scheepers

1. REGISTRATION
Residents and / or meeting attendees registered and Zoom login between 18:45 and 19:00.

2. WELCOME AND OPENING
MdB welcomes  all present and notify attendees of general Zoom arrangements/protocols (turn

off video for data-friendly option, all microphones to be muted, use comment feed for any

questions or comments throughout the meeting, meeting will be recorded).

It was established that we are quorum. (The quorum of an AGM shall be 50 per cent + 1 of the

total number of paid-up CVA members in good standing, present in person or by proxy.)

The agenda was adopted, and no new items were added. Seconded by 3 meeting attendees.

Minutes of previous year (2020), circulated prior to meeting, was accepted. Seconded by

attendee.

3. CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 2020 - 2021
2020/2021 has been an unprecedented year, it has been challenging year in regards to social

distancing, online meetings and especially service delivery.

MdB reiterated the 3 core objectives of the CVA: provide safe environment, value of properties

and preserve heritage.

2 big items that were focused on in past year:

Precinct plan

Heritage studies (assisted by Mauritz Naude)



Matters arising from previous AGM 2020 – all to be discussed in more detail under a later item

● Service Delivery and City of Tshwane

● Fibre - several service providers has been approached

● Stakeholders, OPERA

● Rezoning applications

● Continued communications with ABLAND

● CVA Finances - difficulties due to no event sticker sales, but we have received donations

from the community. We like to thank these community members for their support.

● Security - new initiative. The neighbouring stakeholders (AMHS, ASHS, GHS, Abland)

have appointed a security company. Since these stakeholders borders Clydesdale, they

like to address our residents to share how we can contribute and benefit from their

security services.

4. PRESENTATION OF CVA AND CLYDESDALE ACTIVITIES 2020 - 2021
From here onwards, each involved committee member elaborated on a topic.

A. Treasure report and approval - Pieter van Zyl (Treasurer)
Detailed outline of revenue and expenditures is in annual report

Main source of income for 2020 from membership fees. The rest of the were generated

from stickers and we received donations for specific projects like traffic assessments and

street cleaning, web advertising and bank debits. Funds were spend on historical and

traffic assessments required for the Precinct plan which form the basis for all future

Clydesdale development applications to the City of Tswhane, OPERRA membership fees,

printing and website hosting.

For the current year, 2021, the membership fee is R250, which remains the main source

of income at the moment, we have also received a few very generous donations. Due to

COVID the sales and income of the Loftus Park parking stickers has been completely

diminished. We continue with the payments required for the completion of the precinct

plan and legal expenditures in regards to land use contestations to make sure all

development are inline with the area’s zoning requirements. And we are alsos going to

use some of the funds for the ongoing NPO application.



B. Service Delivery

a. SERVICE DELIVERY - Susan Grobler
Numerous aspects in need of repair  were reported pre-Lock Down. None, but

street light repairs,  were attended to during the past year. Overflowing drains in

Villa and Farenden streets were reported to the COT, ward councillor and Record

news paper.

A community initiative was launched on Saturday 22/8/2020 to clean the Myrtle

park. Grass in the park, and on the sidewalks is very long and neglected. This has

been reported several times, as residents experience it  as contributing to an

’Unsafe feeling”.  Cutting of grass on public terrain is often addressed by private

initiatives

b. FIBRE - Pieter van Zyl
We have approached several service providers like SA Digital Villages,Open Serve

and Vodacom. Initially these service providers are very eager but as soon as they

see that Clydesdale is not a big neighbourhood and that general resident interest

% is not high enough to make it financially viable for them to install fibre

throughout our neighbourhood.

The CVA will continue to pursuit this mandate to find a service provider who are

willing to install fibre to the whole of Clydesdale. Currently there is some

business properties that has fibre but these fibre connections is business fibre

and a far more expensive solution. We will need a dedicated fibre to home

connection.

c. INTERNAL MUNICIPAL SERVICE DISTRICT - Cecile le Roux
Feedback on IMSD (Internal Municipal Services District) previously called CID

(City Improvement Districts).

The IMSD bylaw has been approved in Feb 2021.

As per the bylaw manual supplied by the City of Tshwane:

An Internal Municipal Service District (IMSD) is a geographic area in which a

majority of property owners have come together and agreed to provide an extra

level of public service in that area through an additional levy on the properties

located within the identified space.

IMSDs are community-driven initiatives where the private sector takes the lead in

supporting the City of Tshwane in revitalising or maintaining certain demarcated

areas. The additional service that may be provided by the public sector could

include street cleaning, security services, engagements with informal traders,



business attraction and place marketing, among others. The establishment of

IMSDs are acknowledged as one of the key mechanisms to revitalise specific

nodes within cities.

What an Internal Municipal Service District is not:

The IMSD cannot be used to approve the establishment of gated developments

regulated in terms of the Gauteng Rationalisation of Local Government Affairs

Act, 1998 (Act 10 of 1998) or municipal policies regarding such gated

communities.

What should I know about Internal Municipal Service Districts?

IMSDs are driven by local communities and/or the private sector.  Non-profit

companies must be established to be responsible for the day-to-day affairs of the

IMSD.  The City of Tshwane will evaluate an application for an IMSD and Council

must approve the IMSD.  A non-profit company can choose to collect the

additional levy on behalf of the City or can agree that the City collects the levy on

its behalf and pays the collected monies over as per the approved financial

agreement. A financial agreement and a service-level agreement will be

concluded and approved by the City that stipulates the financial agreement, the

services and the level of service that will be rendered on behalf of the City in the

demarcated IMSD area

We have received the mandate from previous AGM’s to pursue this possibility.

Dirk Kotze, who went to the public meetings and is very informed in IMSD’s will

comment further on this:

i. The IMSD bylaw has been introduced to address unconstitutional aspects

CIDs like additional levies that amount to some part of local taxation

without the approval of national legislation.

ii. This IMSD concept is based on section 85 & 86 of municipal systems act

which says that a municipality can identify areas within the municipal

area in order to provide additional services for that area where they feel

there is additional development necessary. This will require additional

fees for the residents of that identified areas.

iii. There is 2 models included in the IMSD - Internal service district for

residential areas and one for business areas. Dirk Kotze has addressed his

concern regarding these 2 models during a public meeting as most areas,

like Clydesdale is a mixture of residential and business areas because

these models each requires a different level of approval from all the

people residing in the area  (business = 60 % majority and for residential -

75% majority) That means for Clydesdale we will need to host a general



meeting with all the residents and business owners (not just CVA

members) in the area to get a 75% majority acceptance to become a

IMSD.

iv. Also important to consider is that such an arrangement will need enough

financial input to make it viable. We as Clydesdale alone is presumably to

small for a IMSD, so we would need a bigger area to finance the

establishment of an NPO and the appointment of people to manage the

finances, auditing, reporting and all relevant operations of a NPO.

v. DK also questions the constitutionality of the IMSD fees

vi. Section 85 & 86 of the Systems act is different from what is presented in

the bylaw - In the Act it is represented as an initiative from the

municipality and that the municipality will consult with the community. In

the bylaw it states that the initiative must come from the community

through an NPO that needs to be established.

vii. So DK’s advise is to give some time for this bylaw to be tested to

determine to what extend it is a viable model before we really seriously

start to take initiative in regards to establishing an IMSD.

viii. In regards to security - traditionally security was not a municipal service,

policing is done by the province in local areas. So if this is interpreted as a

extension to municipal services then strictly speaking security is not

included in this. So for us where community security is one of the main

driving forces we need to understand IMSD a bit better.

ix. Concluding point - we need to wait and see how this bylaw will evolve.

DK’s expectation is that this model will first be implemented by the

University of Pretoria to develop and deal with the whole node

surrounding their properties, including Hatfield. That will give us a good

idea how this model will work.

The CVA will continue to stay updated and give feedback regarding IMSD

development as approved by meeting attendees.

C. Land-use - Cecile le Roux (CVA Vice Chair)
Received applications for land use:

a. Rezoning of Myrtle 3 has been advertised. IAP’s is currently in communication

with the applicant to avoid a tribunal - The case will be used as a model for

densification in the Precinct Plan

b. Rezoning of Villa 68 and 70. The Clydesdale Village Association objected to the

rezoning application of REF. CPD 9/2/4/2 - 5398T item no 30927. Portion 1 of erf



844. The date of the tribunal is awaited. The property is older than 60 years and

the rezoning implies demolition

c. Rezoning Corner Ayton and Myrtle street. Rezoning of Portion 1 and the

Remainder of Erf 1336, Sunnyside Township  - IAP’s is currently in communication

with the applicant to avoid a tribunal - The case will be used as a model for

densification in the Precinct Plan.

The CVA would appreciate it if residents would assist and support them in this

particular application. The deadline for comments have passed but the tribunal

date has not been set yet.

d. Corner of Ivy and Ayton street, erf 1047 : (2 applications)

i. 1: Application for the removal of restrictive title conditions

ii. 2: The intention of the second application is to obtain rights for a second

dwelling

The CVA and neighbours of this property are currently in communication with the

applicant (the tennant and prospective buyer of this property is currently running an

illegal business which is causing a disturbance in the community. This issue is part of the

bona fides of the application )

The City of Tshwane discourage tribunals and encourage communities to try to settle

these matters before an official tribunals. These tribunal findings and guidelines will be

incorporated into the Clydesdale Precinct Plan to keep Clydesdale a residential area and

preserve the heritage.

Mr Bertus van Tonder, the town planner, has been appointed by Meisies Hoer to look at

developments in the area. Their vision aligns with our Clydesdale vision to maintain a

secure environment for their schools. Mr v Tonder will assist the CVA in some of these

land use applications.

Any residents who want more information regarding land use and these applications can

talk to Cecile le Roux.

D. Heritage - Thinus Scheepers

a. Heritage Study
Heritage is very important in Clydesdale. We have contracted Mr Mauritz Naude,

as stated on the financial report, to document the heritage status of the houses

in Clydesdale. You might have seen him walking through our streets taking

pictures, this has been communicated prior to all residents.

1. Phase 1 Heritage sensitivity study - DONE and paid for

2. Phase 2 Streetscape interface and edges - DONE and paid for



3. Phase 3 Private spaces - In progress

Phase 3 will need communication with owners of heritage houses to

access their properties to investigate and document the heritage features

more in detail ( Structures and buildings that appear on the 1938 aerial

photograph of Clydesdale and that are there for more than 60 years old)

As part of the Precinct Plan ,the CVA also did an application for declaration at

PHRAG - PHRAG requested more detail on individual properties. Phase 3 as

described above will also be applied for this application.

b. Clydesdale Village Suburb name
In the 1880’s our Suburb was formerly known as Clydesdale. We currently form

part of Sunnyside. The CVA received the mandate from the community at the

2020 AGM to pursue this name changing - OUTSTANDING due to COVID-19

restrictions

c. Application for Demolition
HIA and intended application for demolition  FOR ERVEN 820/RE & 820/2,

SUNNYSIDE AS WELL AS PORTION 49/RE AND PORTION 310 of THE FARM

ELANDSPOORT 357-JR : Cva has registered as Interested and affected Party.

These buildings are older than 60 years.

This typical example of developments that the CVA are trying to prevent.

E. Information Systems - Marisa Lensink-Scheepers
a. From Website and Communication side there are no new developments.

We keep track of our residents contact details via the street whatsapp groups

and website registrations to ensure we communicate as effectively to all our

residents, owners and tenants.

The CVA like to encourage everyone who hasn’t yet to register on the Clydesdale

village website. We post any relevant Clydesdale documentation like AGM

documentation on the website.

b. COMING UP

Update the Clydesdale brand in conjunction with the Precinct Plan. This involves

a new logo, updating the current website, creating more content for Clydesdale

like picture and heritage stories

c. Fundraising is done via advertisements  on the Clydesdale website. We have

dedicated space for adverts on the website.



Website advertisements cost R300/month or R3000/year. For more information

please contact clydesdaleinfo@gmail.com.

d. Clydesdale Social Media - The CVA would appreciate any residents who like to

participate / contribute to the social media pages.

F. Safety and Security - Susan Grobler
During Lock Down, among most other things in our country, crime patterns changed in

Clydesdale.  Most University students left Pretoria, and people started working from

home.

Homeless persons moved in a public space, between the spruyt and residents on the

southern side of Valley street.  Many involved stakeholders were contacted by the CVA

committee, and after collective consultation with Brigadier Kgoadi of Sunnyside Police,

they were relocated. Empty properties were also invaded, and managed individually.

Between April and December 2020, crime lowered approximately 60% compared to

previous years.  From January up to today, the  incidence of crime in Pretoria is more

than pre-Lock Down. This goes for contact crimes, house & business robberies and

hi-jacks.  Luckily the incidence of murders are much lower in Sunnyside, compared to

our neighbouring areas (Source: Captain Smith, SAPS Sunnyside).

Our community response was to discuss this trend constantly with our Police sector

manager and the Sunnyside Police station commander. Police patrolling was increased

accordingly.

September 2020: Alexander Polson launched an initiative whereby residents pay for

guards from AXON.  This initiative is ongoing.

Feedback from 2020 AGM:

1. Due to Lock-Down implementation immediately after the 2020 AGM, the Tshwi-fi

petition was not completed/submitted. This needs attention in the coming  year.

2. The Community Police Forum (CPF) did not function during 2020. Susan Grobler,

the CVA representative on the CPF resigned from the CPF sector 3 committee.

3. Residential and pedestrian awareness was guided through WhatsApp platforms,

and is ongoing.

New suggestions for 2021:

1. Launch the ‘whistle blower’ initiative - each household should have at least one

whistle.  When jogging, walking, entering your premises or at home. BLOW if in

need of assistance.

2. Amongst the schools and Loftus, the residents of Clydesdale is a stakeholder in a

new security initiative.  Schalk Meyer of Interactive Security will tell us more.

mailto:clydesdaleinfo@gmail.com


INTERACTIVE SECURITY - Schalk Meyer, Sales Manager at Interactive Security

Interactive Security is very proud to have been awarded an opportunity to prove the

value in our dedicated security services to the residents of Clydesdale.

Together with Afrikaans Hoër Seunsskool, Afrikaans Hoër Meisiesskool, Pretoria, High

School for Girls and Loftus Security Initiative, Interactive Security has made it financially

viable to deploy a 24-hour Armed Response/ Patrol Vehicle as well as Mounted Security

Officers on horseback conducting patrols during peak times.

Together with Afrikaans Hoër Seunsskool, Afrikaans Hoër Meisiesskool, Pretoria, High

School for Girls and Loftus Security Initiative, Interactive Security has made it financially

viable to deploy a 24-hour Armed Response/ Patrol Vehicle as well as Mounted Security

Officers on horseback conducting patrols during peak times.

Interactive Security are campaigning to Clydesdale residents to join Interactive Security

to enable them to add a second armed response vehicle to the neighbourhood which

will be dedicated to be able to ensure a minimum response time of 2 minutes. Currency

they have one vehicle patrolling the school area and 2 patrol horses in the area.

Contact details:

info@interactivesecurity.co.za /

www.interactivesecurity.co.za

The CVA like to thank all residents that have in their own behalf started security

initiatives - like the Ivy/Ayton streets that have contracted the services of a daily guard

patrolling the streets.

G. OPERRA - Marcel de Beer (CVA Chair)
OPERRA (Old Pretoria East Residents’ and Ratepayers’ Alliance)

Dirk Kotze - feedback re OPERRA

OPERRA includes resident’s association of the Old Pretoria area that includes Areas from

Arcadio to Waterkloof and Brooklyn to Colbyn Mackelneuk. OPERRA aims to bring these

resident’s associations together to share knowledge and support one another in mutual

concerns. Topics that OPERRA is addressing is illegal business within these areas, spatial

planning and heritage.

There is a vacancy in our ward 92 due to the current ward councillor that resigned. On

the 19th of May there will be a bi-election for this vacancy. Dirk advised residents to

keep an eye on updates on this bi-election.



H. Partnerships - Marie Badenhorst
The CVA proudly announces that Loftus Park and  Meisies Hoer will become members of

the CVA. Mr Bertus van Tonder will be representing AHMS and Mr Thinus Delport will be

representing Loftus Park.

I. Spatial Planning - Marie Badenhorst
As part of Clydesdale initiatives to create a safe community it’s important to take

ownership of our parks and roads. The fact that the park is not used gives non-residence

the opportunity to abuse the facilities. In other areas residents have taken ownership of

their park and we could follow a similar process for our park.

Marie Badenhorst, as part of the CVA committee has drawn up a plan for our Myrtle

Park and will start a Myrtle action group to beautify the park. We like to invite residents

to participate



a. Bordering roads - addressing spots where lottering, littering and parking is

problem and plant these areas up to discourage this behaviour.

b. Nursery in the park - community involvement, creating steggies, composting etc

c. Front entrance - place cement bollards, rocks or statues in this open area to form

a kind of square.

d. Playground area - expand this area

e. Informal soccer field

f. All entrances to park to stay open and create meandering walk-ways throughout

the park and connecting the entrances and activate all the areas in the park

g. Mulching initiative - as community we can collect kitchen waste to make

compost which can them again be shared with the community

h. Community garden - nursery to develop steggies for park.

i. Fruit tree orchards



Suggestion for a full time gardener made, CVA will definitely look into this option.

We as residents declare ourselves as “friends of the park”. This means that we are only

caring for the park, we are not “adopting the spot” which is a municipal initiative as

there is a lot of legal issues if you adopt the spot.



J. Current Initiatives - Marie Badenhorst
a. Affies Fountain Landmark Rejuvenation

The CVA is driving this initiative with positive feedback and progress.

It was found that the BRT-construction was responsible for extensive damage and

that there is an existing contract between COT and BRT for BRT to fix what has

been broken. The BRT is currently drawing up a scope of works to determine

what is necessary for the repairs. The CVA now awaits feedback and will not be

pursuing the Adopt – A – Spot Policy. ONGOING

b. Walkerspruit initiative

Walkerspruit initiative to be included in the Clydesdale Precinct Plan - ONGOING

c. Friends of the Myrtle Park Initiative

d. Wifi in Myrtle Park - continuing process as part of security

5. CONSTITUTION AMENDMENTS - Marcel de Beer
Marcel de Beer and Pieter have met with Dirk Kotze and Robert Cameron to discuss these

amendments and concerns raised during the 2020 AGM. Our constitution is outdated and there

were several areas that needed updates. Both Dirk and Robert advised that these updates are

relevant and necessary.

PROPOSED 2021:

3. NATURE OF THE ASSOCIATION

3.3   The Association has perpetual succession and will continue to exist even when its

membership changes and there are different office bearers. The Association shall:

3.3.1  exist in its own right, separately from its members.

3.3.2  be able to own property and other possessions.

3.3.3  be able to sue and be sued in its own name, but not in that of its members

or office-bearers in the Republic of South Africa.

3.4   The Association may not give any of its money or property to its members or

office-bearers. Only compensation for work performed, by a member or office-bearer on

behalf of the Association, is allowed. Such a payment shall be a reasonable amount

related to the work performed.

3.5   Members or office-bearers of the Association do not have rights over property of

the Association, solely by virtue of their being members or office-bearers.

7. COMMITTEES: CVA COMMITTEE, EXECUTIVE AND SUB-COMMITTEES



7.2  The members of the CVA Committee are elected annually by the AGM. A total of not

less than six (6) and not more than twelve (12) members shall be elected to the

Committee.

7.11  The CVA committee may take on the power and authority that it believes is

necessary to achieve the objectives of the organisation, as defined in section 2.

Section 2:

The CVA committee stand to promote and protect the well-being and interests of all the

residents of Clydesdale, as a representative body, to canvass, propagate and defend the

views, interests and rights of its members in relation to other persons, institutions and

organisations, including the municipal authority. To continue to promote and protect the

historical heritage and residential character of Clydesdale. To be affiliated or associated

with similar associations or forums which promote the interests of Clydesdale and other

residential areas.

Online pole to vote for proposed updates to the constitution (minimum of 18 votes needed for

approval):

● Do you accept and approve the proposed changes to CVA constitution? - 19 yes votes =

finalise and continue with updates.

6. PERTINENT ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION: 2021 - 2022 BOARD

MANDATE

● Heritage Status (PHRAG Application)
Continued process in conjunction with precinct plan preparations and studies.

● Abland events road closure.
This is a ongoing confirmed commitment by Abland
Part of the start and completion of phase 2 (1 building outstanding)
Current estimated cost (Clydesdale & surrounding) R1.3 million
Match day access control only
Standing mandate to complete this action.



● NPO Status
PROS: Better Legal Standing, making the voice of our community stronger. The CVA can
Adopt a Spot with the C.O.T.
CONS: Financials has to be annually audited and maintained to prevent deregistration,
which might have a cost implication

● Gated Community.
The CVA continue to pursue this. Clydesdale have 11 entrances so road closures will have
a significant financial implications on the community.

● Precinct Plan.
On 26th of July 2020 the CVA signed a memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between
CITY OF TSHWANE: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND SPATIAL PLANNING DEPARTMENT

(SPATIAL PLANNING DIVISION) and CLYDESDALE VILLAGE ASSOCIATION  (Voluntary

Association)

a. STATUS QUO

The status quo report on Clydesdale is in its final stages

i. final stages of traffic flow analysis (Analysis will indicate possibilities for

road closures (CoT gave go ahead for ABLAND traffic studies to be

incorporated, indicative to Status Quo) The City of Tswhane see these

traffic analysis as part of the security analysis, so it will be used for any

road closure applications as well.

ii. CoT Heritage/Agriculture and Environmental Management still need to

give input - ongoing

iii. Status quo to be presented stakeholders a IN DUE COURSE

(currently the process depends on CoT input)

b. WAY FORWARD

The Precinct Plan will be guided by the SWOT analysis the vision stakeholders

have for the area, as well as on the CoT’s vision for the city as stated in the RSDF

2018. The Precinct Plan will be a refinement of the RSDF 2018 on erf level.

The SWOT analysis and heritage studies will form the basis of the development

plan for Clydesdale.

c. FUNDING THE PROJECT

i. Urban designer - sponsored by Patel and Barnard

ii. Traffic studies Siyazi , residents sponsoring traffic counts

iii. Editors, Architects, landscape architects, graphic designers, artists and

industrial engineer who is resident in Clydesdale offered help on pro bono



basis

● Annual Membership fees.
Proposed new annual resident membership: R250 / R300 / R350
Residents voted via online Zoom poll to increase the Annual membership fees to
R300/household per year

Residents voted via online Zoom poll that the CVA continue with the following process.
1. Heritage Status (PHRAG Application) - Majority vote = continue as mandate
2. Gated Community - Majority vote = continue as mandate
3. Fibre current status - Majority vote = continue as mandate
4. Beautification of Clydesdale - Majority vote = continue as mandate
5. Precinct Plan - Majority vote = continue as mandate
6. Renaming of the neighbourhood to Clydesdale - Majority vote = continue as mandate
7. CVA as an NPO - Majority vote = continue as mandate
8. Membership Fees - Proposed new annual resident membership: R250 / R300 / R350

Residents voted via online Zoom poll to increase the Annual membership fees to R300/household
per year

7. WORD OF THANKS TO OUTGOING COMMITTEE
Marcel de Beer thanked the 2020 CVA committee and encourage all community members to get

involved in the CVA initiatives

8. CVA COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS FOR 2020 - 2021
Nominations received and accepted:

1. Cecile le Roux

2. Pieter van Zyl

3. Danie Eloff

4. Thinus Scheepers

5. Marisa Lensink-Scheepers

6. Loodjie van Dyk

9. NEW AGENDA ITEMS - GENERAL
No new agenda items

10. CLOSING
Meeting adjourned - 20:15


